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Bio
BIO
My research revolves around the constitutive role of ruins, as a specific genre of objects, in the spatial organization of politics at multiple scales and in a historical
continuum. As the constructed cultural progenitor of western Europe, the Mediterranean region occupies a special place in discussions of heritage with its extensive
ruin landscapes. The search for the material remains of antiquity motivated much of travel eastward, shaping the archaeological imaginary in the discipline’s early days.
I focus on the shifting trajectory of the meaning of ruins as they move from one context to another. I am specifically interested in the imperial encounters of the 19th
century on what is now the Turkish Aegean and the afterlives of ruins in new sociopolitical frameworks. I am also interested in the territorial imagination of homelands
and borderlands in relation to politics of death, dying, and martyrdom.

I received my B.A. in English Literature with a double major in Philosophy from Bogazici University. I completed an M.A. in Cultural Studies at the same university
with a thesis on the formulation of urban space and urban citizen in the coursebooks of “Istanbul courses.” I hold another M.A. in Near Eastern Studies from New York
University, where I focused on the mobility of a Seljuk sultan’s tomb in Syria, presently a Turkish territory outside national borders, in its relation to nationalism and
place-making. I have two poetry books published in Turkish, one of which is the recipient of the prestigious Yasar Nabi Nayir Youth Award.

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATIONS

•
•
•

B.A., Bogazici University , English Literature ( double major in Philosophy) (2010)
M.A., Bogazici University , Critical and Cultural Studies (2014)
M.A., New York University , Near Eastern Studies (2018)

LINKS

•

miraycakiroglu.wordpress.com: miraycakiroglu.wordpress.com

Professional
WORK EXPERIENCE

•
•

Program Assistant - Hagop Kevorkian Center at New York University (9/1/2016 - 5/30/2018)
Research Assistant - Istanbul Bilgi University, Department of Arts and Cultural Management (9/1/2012 - 6/1/2016)

Publications
PUBLICATIONS

•

Kartpostal mekân, turist özne: “#stanbul Dersleri”nin #ehir ve #ehirli kurgusu Toplum ve Bilim
Cakiroglu, M.
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http://cap.stanford.edu/profiles/Miray_Cakiroglu/
2015; 134: 174-191

PRESENTATIONS

•

#ehir ve Söylen: #stanbul'un Avrupa Kültür Ba#kenti Miras# - Uludag University Second International Philosophy Congress (10/11/2012 - 10/13/2012)
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